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KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


A draft report and feasibility study of alternative locations for the Terminal Storage and
Maintenance Facility (TSMF) in the San Fernando Valley was submitted to the PMT on September
20, 2012 for their review and comments. PMT comments requested that additional locations be
studied. PL team performed preliminary environmental screening focusing on potential fatal flaws
due to 4(f) impacts, and identified a total of eight potential locations. Engineering analysis and
environmental assessment of the footprints at all eight locations was completed, and the draft
report with recommendations for two locations was submitted to the PMT on December 14, 2012
for review and comment.



Progressed the 15% quantities for cost estimating. An in‐progress draft cost estimating report and
quantity take offs were submitted for informal review to the PMT on December 17, 2012.



Received additional PMT/EMT comments to the draft Sand Canyon Tunnel Report on October 31,
updated report and re‐submitted on November 5 for PMT acceptance and further review by
Authority, FRA and AG’s. PL has not received any further comments on that report.



Further sessions with Metro and Metrolink with regard to the shared Metro owned right of way
across the San Fernando Valley are on hold pending final review and acceptance of the TSMF
locations. Metro, Metrolink and UPRR’s desire is for HST to be on the west side rather than the
east side as previously decided during the AA process.



Aerial photography and preparation of mapping was put on hold during November due to
uncertainty of further funding for the FY. Now that the extended limited NTP has been received,
digitizing of the aerial photography into maps is in progress.



Prepared memorandum on the historic Lincoln Heights Jail and associated cultural and Section 4(f)
issues.



Four Technical Reports were completed in this month and discipline reviews and inter‐discipline
reviews were conducted.



Revised memo for Lincoln Heights Jail with regard to 4(f) issues was submitted to the PMT.

MAJOR/KEY ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


There are six (6) Change Request Forms (CRFs) from FY 2011/12 pending with the PMT/Authority
for approval. Further information on the tracking sheet was requested by the PMT, which was
promptly provided by the PL team on November 20, 2012.



Two (2) Change Request Forms were submitted in December 2012 for additional work of Noise and
Vibration auralization and additional study for the location screening of TSMF, which are pending
with the PMT.



Failure to execute an agreement with UPRR regarding sharing right of way through Palmdale could
impact alignments in Palmdale. Alignment alternatives in Palmdale include options with shared
right of way with UPRR and Metrolink.



Alignment alternatives between Sylmar and LAUS have been developed based on sharing Metro‐
owned ROW. The AA presented to the Authority Board in July 10, 2010 and the Supplemental AA
presented on May 5, 2011 concluded that HST should share the ROW on the east side of the
existing corridor. Metro has indicated agreement in principle to share the ROW, but details of such
2
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an agreement remain undetermined. Securing an agreement appears to be further complicated
by the requirements to retain UPRR‘s rights in the corridor. In the most recent meeting with
Metro, Metrolink and UPRR held on October 3, 2012 it was agreed that preserving UPRR’s interest
is desirable, but not necessarily an overriding factor and also depends on the location of the
Terminal Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF). Mandating HST on the west side of the
right‐of‐way would be a significant change in direction and may present significant additional
impacts across the San Fernando Valley, increased capital cost, and possible reductions in HST
operational speed.






The Authority and local transportation agencies have drafted a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU), which identifies local transportation improvements. While this MOU is beneficial to both
parties, details of what the local projects are and potential impacts to alternatives are unclear at
this time.
Currently PL is re‐examining the layouts of the San Fernando Valley station alternatives to provide
for their use as an interim terminus for the Initial Operating Section (IOS). There are a number of
operational requirements for the interim terminus station in the San Fernando Valley that have not
been fully developed. Ridership numbers are needed in order to complete the analysis and they
have been delayed and were expected by the end of December 2012. PL has not received the
ridership numbers so far.
PL team has already submitted a draft AA study aimed at screening of multiple proposed locations
for a Terminal Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF) in the SF Valley. Screening
recommendation of the TSMF in the San Fernando Valley could have significant impacts to both
alignment and urban areas. PMT now expect that the TSMF location report will require Board
approval, potentially resulting in some months delay.



A study similar to an AA for a Santa Clarita tunnel alternative in Sand Canyon was completed and
submitted for a review by the PMT. This study was agreed by the Authority at the City Council
Meeting held in May 2012. This study has the potential for the establishment of policy regarding
the use of tunnels to mitigate impacts statewide.



The delay in providing ridership information by the PMT has an adverse effect on the scheduled
submittals. The technical reports for transportation, air quality and noise and vibration will be
further delayed until end of March 2013 as new ridership numbers are not now expected until the
end of January 2013. If this date is not met, there will be further delay in the submittal of technical
reports and cascading effect on all other environmental milestones.

SCHEDULE DELAYS & RC MITIGATION EFFORTS


Due to the on‐going discussions regarding tracks along the east side or west side of Metrolink in
the San Fernando Valley right of way it is not yet clear how much rework, if any, will be necessary.
It is likely that the ongoing dialogue will require additional time before a final decision and
direction is determined. Also, the decision about the screening of TSMF locations is not expected
before end of January 2013 and there may be Board action required for such a decision. This will
delay the alignment revisions in the valley and thereby delaying the submittal of Draft 15%
preliminary engineering design to May 2013 and final 15% record set by mid‐August 2013.



The Environmental technical studies will now include the analysis for LAUS and multiple TSMF
locations and will be completed by March 2013, with the assumption that the ridership numbers
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are received before the end of January 2013. Once the decision about additional TSMF locations is
finalized, the environmental analysis will be included in the EIR/EIS.


The PMT has directed PL to update checkpoint B packet with TSMF location screening
recommendations. This document is being updated with TSMF locations that were identified and
recommended in the draft report. The expected date for the submittal of revised checkpoint B
packet is January 15, 2013.



PL has been working on Technical Reports from July until December 2012. There are four Technical
Reports ready for submittal and the completion of the other seven reports is subject to receiving
ridership numbers. Since the feasibility study/screening of TSMF locations got prolonged due to
changed criteria, TSMF detailed analysis could not be included in the Technical Reports. The PL
Team would like to submit the in‐progress Technical Reports to the PMT in January 2013 in order
for PMT and the Authority to recognize the level of effort that has gone into this work and get
some general comments from the PMT to ensure that it is moving in the right direction. Updating
the Technical Reports with TSMF information is dependent upon concurrence from PMT on the
selected sites. Additional analysis will need to be performed for TSMF to be included in the
Technical Reports. PL would like to mention that environmental analysis for the TSMF location
screening report was performed at an alternatives analysis level, and mainly focused on fatal flaws.
The Technical Reports will need to include more detailed analyses, adhering to CEQA and NEPA
guidelines by providing an intensity analysis, something not done in the TSMF location screening
report. Additionally, there are dozens of figures that will need to be updated for the Technical
Reports, something that by itself will require a significant level of effort. For these reasons,
updating the Technical Reports with TSMF information will not begin until a firm concurrence
between the PMT and PL team is received on the sites to be carried forward into the EIR/EIS. Once
that point is reached, updating Technical Reports will need additional time from two to six weeks.
The timelines are topic‐specific, and depend on the level of effort needed to complete the update.



In the environmental coordination meeting on November 26, 2012, the PMT indicated the
environmental schedule for PL section will be extended by 10‐12 months. The new date for NOD
will be spring 2015, the ROD will be July 2015 and the PE4P will be completed by May 2016. PL
received a letter from the Authority asking for the AWP FY 2012/13 adjustment as per guidelines to
be issued by the PMT. PL has not yet received any guidelines for adjustment of the AWP.



In the PE4P work‐sessions held in October, the Authority and the PMT requested that the PL
section review the schedule and identify an approach that better matches the Business Plan and
completion of the IOS. The PMT requested the RC to develop a white paper advancing PE4P to
match the IOS schedule. PL has prepared a draft of a plan that identifies critical areas for schedule
advancement that includes Geotechnical Investigations and explores the possibility of starting PE4P
design around the same time as the compilation of Checkpoint C packet for LEDPA. The White
Paper was submitted to the PMT on December 20, 2012.
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FINANCIAL REPORTING


The baseline budget figures refer to those included in the approved AWP version 3.01 for the
current FY 2012/13. The first NTP provided for the current fiscal year was $3.9 Million,
approximately one third of the projected budget of $12.02 Million. The second NTP received on
November 16th was $3.04 Million. The total amount of $6.94 Million was split $3.87 Million in
Design and $3.07 Million in Acquisition.



The following commentary utilizes AWP version 3.01 projected budget/cashflow (for a budget of
$12,016,800) as a baseline for comparison:
o By the end of the December 2012 reporting period, the Palmdale to Los Angeles Corridor
team was at 38.5% of budgeted costs for the fiscal year to date.
o For the FY 2012/13 to‐date, Task 1 is at 47% and Task 2 is at 26.9% of budgeted costs. Task
3, Alternatives Analysis is at 159% of anticipated cost and Task 4, Preliminary Engineering is
at 38.7% of expected cost. Task 5, Environmental and Task 6, Station Planning are at and
respectively at 51.7% and 21.5%. Task 7 is only at 9.1% of the budgeted amount. The
progress in each task includes ODC’s.
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FY 2012‐13 Labor Hours Detail By Tasks
AWP VERSION 3.01 BUDGETED HOURS and ACTUALS
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FY 2012‐13 Dollars/Cash Flow – AWP Budget and Actuals
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FY 2012‐13 Expenditure Detail by tasks including ODC’s
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PROGRAM HOURS – BUDGET PROJECTED AND ACTUALS
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PROGRAM DOLLARS – BUDGET PROJECTED AND ACTUALS
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PHYSICAL PERCENT COMPLETE
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EARNED VALUE
This report shows the Earned Value and the Cost Performance (CPR) for December 2012. The budget
was re‐baselined at the beginning of the FY 2012‐13. The earned value was reset by adjusting the
physical completion percentages at the end of FY 2011‐12 to show the remaining work to be performed
to RTL.
The CPI and SPI for preparing the Project Description are low due to additional effort required by
changes in required format and additional work related to several changes in scope. The Project
Description will need to be revised again to include the recommended and approved locations of TSMF
and alignments to be carried forward in the EIR/EIS document.
The SPI for the environmental technical reports and the EIR/EIS sections is still low for this month due to
the schedule delay caused by not receiving ridership numbers from the PMT, but will catch up during
next three months, if the ridership numbers and the decision about TSMF location are provided.
CPI and SPI for the Administrative draft EIR/EIS is lagging due to the delay in the completion of technical
reports and EIR/EIS sections for the reasons explained above. These indexes will slip further as there is
already delay in receiving ridership numbers, which in turn will delay the submittal of technical reports
and EIR/EIS sections, and thereby delay the Admin draft EIR/EIS preparation.
The budget allocated for the engineering effort for screening of TSMF locations for FY 2012/13 has
already been exhausted as the report was submitted earlier in September. The PMT changed the criteria
for the screening of the TSMF locations, which prompted new analysis of increased number of locations
and is an out‐of‐scope item. The earned value for this work will be re‐calculated after a change request
for the additional scope is approved.
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Cost Performance Report
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Planned Progress

59.5%

Actual Progress

55.3%
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TASK 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


PL project schedule was updated based on the December 2012 progress.



Latest schedule milestones are as follows:
P.E. Design (Overall Draft)
15% P.E. Design (final)
‘Checkpoint B’ concurrence
Admin draft EIR/EIS submittal
Draft EIR/EIS (public review)
‘Checkpoint C’ concurrence
Final EIR/EIS
NOD
ROD
PE4P Eng. Design

FY 2012‐13
September 2012

AWP Milestones (Revised) 15%
May 2013

March 2013

August, 2013
May 2013
August 2013
January 2014
May 2014
October 2014
November 2014
December 2014
December 2015

April 2013
August 2013
December 2013
April 2014
May 2014
June2014
August 2015



Next Risk Management workshop will be held in March, 2013.



Submitted revised and updated Earned Value based on December progress and FY 2012‐13 budget.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED (1.1)


Several briefing calls were conducted during this month to update stakeholders on project
progress. See Task 2 for details of briefings and meetings attended.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


Documents listed under individual tasks below.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


There are six (6) Change Request Forms (CRFs) pending with the PMT/Authority for approval.
Further information on the tracking sheet was requested by the PMT which was promptly provided
by the PL team on November 20, 2012.



Failure to execute an agreement with UPRR regarding sharing right of way through Palmdale could
impact alignments in Palmdale. Alignment alternatives in Palmdale include options with shared
right of way with UPRR and Metrolink.



Alignment alternatives between Sylmar and LAUS have been developed based on sharing Metro‐
owned ROW. The AA presented to the Authority Board in July 10, 2010 and the Supplemental AA
presented on May 5, 2011 concluded that HST should share the ROW on the east side of the
existing corridor. Metro has indicated agreement in principle to share the ROW, but details of such
an agreement remain undetermined. Securing an agreement appears to be further complicated by
the requirements to retain UPRR‘s rights in the corridor In the most recent meeting with Metro,
Metrolink and UPRR held on October 3, 2012 it was agreed that preserving UPRR’s interest is
desirable but not necessarily an overriding factor and also depends on the location of the Terminal
Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF). Mandating HST on the west side of the right‐of‐
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way would be a significant change in direction and may present significant additional impacts
across the San Fernando Valley and possible reductions in HST operational speed.


Out‐of‐scope work for developing adjustments to the alignment in the San Fernando Valley with
revised and relaxed design criteria for TSMF to reduce impacts and to allow advance
implementation of Metrolink improvements, was requested by Metro and Metrolink, and directed
by PMT.



Submitted two (2) Change Request Forms for the additional scope work items for Noise and
Vibration auralization and additional study of location screening report for TSMF.



Submitted and discussed with PMT/EMT draft report outlining variances necessary to achieve
changes requested by Metro, for PMT/EMT review and concurrence.



Out‐of‐scope work resulting from meeting with UPRR and City of Palmdale: completed developing
revised alignment for SR 14E alignment alternative in Palmdale that are no longer constrained by
City’s Rancho Vista (Avenue P) grade separation project and improves pinch point of railroad ROW
near East Palmdale Station, and provided revised footprint to environmental team.



Out‐of‐scope work for an alternative Burbank station location north of Hollywood Way as
requested by Metro and Burbank Airport, and directed by PMT.

TASK 2 – PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Continued coordination and implementation of key stakeholder briefings regarding Palmdale –
Sylmar Supplemental Alternative Analysis report as a result of May 3, 2012 Board Meeting and
alignment alternatives from Los Angeles Union Station through the San Fernando Valley. (2.5)



Provided strategic counsel to Project Team with regards to corridor cities and key stakeholders.
(2.5)



Continued meetings with corridor cities elected officials, staff and key stakeholders to provide
section update and to review alignment alternatives, grade separations, station planning and
location options throughout the corridor. (2.5)



Continued coordination meetings with local stakeholder organizations upon request along the
Palmdale‐Los Angeles alignment to provide information on the alignment alternatives and the
environmental process. (2.5)

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


Acton Open House Discussion on December 7, 2012



PL/PMT Bi‐weekly Update Meeting on December 12, 2012



Preparation conference call for City of Palmdale Technical Meeting on December 17, 2012



Technical Meeting with City of Palmdale re: Grade Separations and Station Options on December
18, 2012



Acton sound demonstration testing on December 19, 2012



Monthly Metro Coordination Conference call on December 19, 2012
16
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DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


None this period.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Many planned outreach activities have not been approved while the Authority develops a
statewide outreach strategy. The denial of a planned community open houses aimed at addressing
outstanding issues is likely to result in the community heightening their current efforts to fight the
Project. In addition, the rejection of participation in several activity centers (planned community
events) has severely limited the section’s outreach efforts and is hindering our ability to abide by
the new Title VI requirements outlined by the Authority.



Local groups and elected officials along the segment between Palmdale and Santa Clarita have
expressed concern regarding potential impacts of the current alignment alternatives to property
and the environment. In response to a letter from the Santa Clarita City Council, a technical report
is being prepared to study the possibility of a tunnel extension through the Santa Clarita Valley.



Agency partners and elected officials have requested further discussions/briefings on the TSMF in
the San Fernando Valley, along with the associated alignment through the Valley to understand
potential impacts. Based on agency discussions, further dialogue needs to continue on possible
impacts dependent upon the location of the TSMF sites and how the right of way is shared through
the San Fernando Valley.



Local groups and elected officials have expressed concerns regarding noise/vibration impacts
associated with alignment alternatives throughout the section including impacts of tunneling.
Should no response be provided, it will likely heighten opposition to the Project and alignment
alternatives through a majority of the section.



Local groups, city staff and elected officials along the segment between Los Angeles Union Station
and State Route 2 have expressed concerns regarding potential impacts of the current alignment
alternatives to surrounding property and resources such as the Los Angeles River and state park
land. Further discussion on these alignment alternatives is being requested by the City of Los
Angeles planning department to consider these concerns.

ONGOING ACTIVITIES


Maintained PL Master Stakeholder Database by regularly updating elected officials, city and county
staff and local group contact information.



Updated PL Master Stakeholder Database with contacts from activity centers, elected
official/stakeholder recommendations, and meetings/briefings.



Implemented the Authority’s new protocol on scheduling meetings by completing Event/Speaking
Engagement Request Forms as needed.



Prepared standard responses to CommentSense section inquiries at the request of the Authority.



Continued to update the PL Master Email Blast list to ensure all stakeholders recently added to the
PL Master Stakeholder Database begin to receive correspondence immediately.



Continued to provide strategy to engage stakeholders in Los Angeles, Santa Clarita, Acton and Agua
Dulce, San Fernando Valley and Palmdale.



Continued to support the Authority and VMA with regional outreach directives.
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Coordinated stakeholder meetings and associated documentation.



Continued to discuss strategy regarding the recommendation and release of the Santa Clarita Long
Tunnel Report to the community and outreach required before and after the release of the Report.



Continued communication with the City of Santa Clarita, Supervisor Antonovich’s Office and the
Santa Clarita Valley High‐Speed Rail Task Force on the response to the Santa Clarita City Council
letter to the Authority and request for a tunnel extension.



Provided strategy on community outreach to Acton/Agua Dulce stakeholders regarding the
proposed alignment alternatives outlined in the SAA, including strategy for an open house meeting
to discuss information relative to stakeholder concerns.



Continued to revise strategy describing outreach needed prior to the release of the Draft EIR/EIS
based on technical studies still being completed.



Completed meeting matrix of stakeholder meetings to be held leading up to and after the release
of the Draft EIR/EIS.



Discussed strategy regarding communications with Los Angeles Union Station to State Route 2
subsection key stakeholders based on comments provided in letter from City of Los Angeles
Planning Department to the Authority.



Drafted and finalized meeting minutes from meetings and briefings.



Drafted responses to stakeholders asking questions via mail and voicemail.



Continued to collaborate with Metro and Metrolink as needed on section alignment, grade
separations, station options, TSMF location(s) and key stakeholders outreach activities within the
segment.



Responded to community groups, key stakeholders, and environmental justice groups to schedule
project briefings on an as needed basis.



Continued to upload to and update ProjectSolve2 with current presentations, outreach materials
and meeting minutes.



Maintained master calendar of outreach events and meetings.



Maintained comment letter issue and response matrix.



Continued to monitor local media outlets in Palmdale to Los Angeles segment and work with press
to provide information as directed.



Continued preparation of the FY2011‐2012 documentation report.

TASK 3 ‐ PROJECT DEFINITION
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Awaiting comments on draft Sand Canyon Tunnel Report, re‐posted to ProjectSolve on November 5
for PMT acceptance of changes and further review by Authority, FRA and AG’s office. (3.4.9)



Incorporated PMT comments on Terminal Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF) Location
Report and re‐wrote report to place more emphasis on potential 4(f) historic and aquatic resource
issues in initial screening compared with residential and commercial impacts. Performed initial
screening for 4(f) issues, developed feasible sites for analysis, completed an initial environmental
assessment and posted report to ProjectSolve on December 14. (3.4.9)
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Provided Authority and PMT with a summary of the differences between HST on west vs. east on
December 21, 2012



Continued assisting Authority and PMT with responses to comments and questions from Acton
residents, particularly with regard to Red Rover Mine Canyon. (3.4.9)



Continued consideration of “Blended Approach” and opportunities for advance projects.

KEY MEETINGS


None this period.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


None this period.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Requirements for Initial Operating Segment (IOS) with regard to design criteria and ridership for
temporary terminal station in the San Fernando Valley, and requirements for the Terminal
Layup/Storage and Maintenance Facility (TSMF) are not yet defined, with potential changes to 15%
design.



TSMF design criteria continue to evolve. Changes to criteria, such as reductions in the number of
tracks and increase in length of storage tracks would significantly change the analysis of potential
TSMF locations and the selection of locations to be taken through 15% design and the
environmental process. PMT now expect that the TSMF location report will require Board approval,
potentially resulting in some months delay.



Initial direction by EMT/PMT was to apply the design criteria at 15% level alignment development.
Localized impacts and stakeholder concerns are driving design changes at the 15% level that will
potentially change Project Description and delay environmental analyses.



Changing conditions and priorities are leading the Authority and PMT to consider revisiting
decisions taken during the AA process in 2010 with the potential for delay. There are concerns
about the selected surface alignment alternative that impacts Lincoln Heights Jail as well as parks
and recreational facilities.

TASK 4 ‐ PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Continued developing concepts for TSMF lead tracks in additional locations to define footprints for
further environmental screening. (4.1.2 out‐of‐scope work)



Further work on temporary construction facilities on hold pending resolution of TSMF locations and
finalizing alignment alternatives. (4.1.3)



Station work is now on hold pending ridership numbers and design criteria for temporary terminal
stations in San Fernando Valley. (4.1.4)



Further work on bridges and elevated structures on hold pending resolution of TSMF locations and
finalizing alignment alternatives. (4.1.5)



Further work on tunnels on hold pending resolution of TSMF locations and finalizing alignment
alternatives. (4.1.6)
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MOWF drawings remained on hold pending decision on locations in Bakersfield‐Palmdale section.
(4.1.7)



Grading work on hold pending decisions on alignment changes arising from discussions with Metro
and Metrolink on San Fernando Valley. (4.1.8)



Continued work on drainage concepts, coordinating with L.A. County Public Works. (4.1.9)



Limited utilities work continued completing composite and relocation plans. (4.1.10)



Continued finalizing geotechnical reports to be included in Draft 15% Design Submittal – Full
Package. (4.1.11)



Added and revised ROW impacts in Palmdale area to support update of cost estimate. (4.1.13)



Roadways and grade separations work on hold pending resolution of TSMF locations and finalizing
alignment alternatives. (4.1.15)



Resolved with PMT/EMT some of the review comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal 4 (Systems)
submitted to PMT/EMT May 25, 2012. Completed updating key plans, including notional routes for
transmission line from utility company, and resubmitted on December 17 for further review. (4.2)



Continued revising report on Radio Antennae Location Assessment Using TOWAIR, following
resolution of systems facilities locations. (4.2)



Continued liaison with PMT/EMT on development of project‐specific unit cost elements reflecting
unique site conditions and configurations. Completed internal review of draft 15% cost estimating
deliverable. Provided informal draft for review to PMT on December 13. (4.7)



Completed field work and aerial photography for mapping but preparation of topographic maps
held awaiting issue of second NTP by Authority. Second NTP issued, mapping priorities identified,
and further NTP issued to survey sub‐consultant. (4.11.1)

KEY MEETINGS


Regional Consultant Engineering Managers bi‐weekly telephone conference with EMT, December 3
and 17, 2012.




Discussion on Lincoln Heights Jail with PMT and FRA, December 10, 2012.
Technical meeting with City of Palmdale regarding grade separations and station options,
December 18, 2012.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


None this period.

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


Lack of definition on PMT/CHSRA requirements for phased implementation and the implications of
the blended approach. 15% engineering continues assuming the full build out to LAUS.



San Fernando station alternatives will have to be redesigned to also function as temporary
terminus stations for the IOS and Bay‐to‐Basin phases. The new Business Plan indicates temporary
ridership far higher than the ultimate case that the station alternatives are currently designed for,
and draft operating plans show frequency of service that cannot be met with two platforms. Due
to these high levels of uncertainty, redesign of the San Fernando station alternatives will be a
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significant addition to existing scope and schedule, and design criteria are urgently needed to avoid
delay to completion of 15% design and the Draft EIR/EIS.


The alignment through the San Fernando Valley has been revised due to the addition of a Terminal
Maintenance and Storage Facility (TMSF) location, but the TMSF has significant impacts and as the
TMSF location and requirements continue to change, and additional TMSF alternative locations
have to be added to 15% design, further alignment rework is required.



Alignments between SR 2 (Glendale Freeway) and LAUS have been revised to suit latest LAUS
configuration options, but it is understood that LAUS configuration is still subject to revision.



Tunnel fire/life safety and ventilation requirements may impact tunnel configuration, including the
need for mid‐tunnel ventilation facilities in the longest tunnels. Per PMT direction, no further work
on tunnel aerodynamics or ventilation design is being pursued.



Based on discussions with PMT/EMT, locations of traction power facilities have been developed,
but there is no confirmation of power utility company acceptance of power feed locations or
requirements.



PMT and Authority direction is to assume sharing the Metro ROW in the San Fernando Valley.
Meetings with Metro/Metrolink are now on hold at Authority’s direction. Metro’s requirements to
reduce impacts and to allow advance implementation of Metrolink improvements may require
rework of the existing alignment and other 15% engineering.



PMT guidance on location of MOWF for 15% is needed. An updated report has been submitted and
it is currently assumed that the facility will be placed in the Bakersfield to Palmdale section.



PMT and Authority direction is to assume sharing the UPRR ROW in Palmdale, but liaison with
UPRR is handled by the Authority and the RC has no confirmation of UPRR’s agreement,
requirements or criteria, although a meeting with UPRR has been held.

TASK 5 ‐ PROJECT LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Environmental Management (5.1)


Organized and attended bi‐weekly project progress meetings/ conference calls with the
environmental team.



Attended PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.



Attended PMT Weekly Environmental conference calls.



Attended JV Bi‐weekly Environmental‐Engineering coordination calls.



Attended JV Bi‐weekly Engineering Leads conference calls.



Provided environmental input on the TSMF Alternatives Analysis report.



Began updating the memorandum on the historic Lincoln Heights Jail and associated cultural and
Section 4(f) issues.



Provided input on environmental impact differences between East and West alignment within the
ROW of the San Fernando Valley.

Technical Studies (5.2)
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Uploaded the following technical studies to ProjectWise for JV review:
o 5.2.3 Noise and Vibration (with holes on new ridership numbers)



Continued preparation of technical analyses for the following environmental resources :
o 5.2.4 Biological Resources and Wetlands
o 5.2.5 Hydrology and Water Resources
o 5.2.7 Hazardous Materials and Wastes (JV provided comments and URS is addressing them)
o 5.2.8 Community Impact Statement
o 5.2.9 Relocation Impact Memorandum
o 5.2.10 Aesthetics and Visual Quality
o 5.2.11 Cultural Resources
 Archaeological Survey Report
 Paleontological Report
 Historic Architectural Survey Report (JV provided comments and URS is addressing
them)



As advised by the PMT, the following technical reports are put on hold until availability of the
revised ridership numbers :
o 5.2.1 Transportation
o 5.2.2 Air Quality
o 5.2.3 Noise and Vibration
Key data gaps include environmental footprint for LAUS, TSMF locations, description of IOS and
blended approach, construction staging area locations and access roads locations.



EIR‐EIS Sections (5.3)


Continued preparation of technical analyses for the following environmental resources:
o 5.3.5 Public Utilities and Energy
o 5.3.6 Biological Resources and Wetlands
o 5.3.7 Hydrology and Water Resources
o 5.3.8 Geology, Soils, Seismicity
o 5.3.9 Hazardous Materials and Wastes
o 5.3.10 Safety and Security
o 5.3.11 Socioeconomic, Communities, and Environmental Justice
o 5.3.12 Local Growth, Station Planning, and Land Use
o 5.3.13 Agricultural Lands
o 5.3.14 Parks, Recreational and Open Space
o 5.3.15 Aesthetics and Visual Quality
o 5.3.16 Cultural Resources



As advised by the PMT, the following EIR/EIS sections have been put on hold until availability of the
revised ridership numbers :
o 5.3.1 Transportation
o 5.3.2 Air Quality and Climate Change
o 5.3.3 Noise and Vibration
Key data gaps include environmental footprint for LAUS, TSMF locations, description of IOS and
blended approach, construction staging area locations and access roads locations.
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Reviewed the Merced to Fresno and revised Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS and incorporated
relevant text and discussion in to PL EIR/EIS Sections.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


Organized and attended weekly project progress meetings/ conference calls with the
environmental team.



PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.



Attended PMT Weekly Environmental conference calls.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED


Draft In‐Progress TSMF Report



Merced to Fresno Draft EIR/EIS



Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS



Revised Fresno to Bakersfield Draft EIR/EIS



Draft Technical Reports and EIR/EIS sections

ISSUES AND AREAS OF CONCERN


As the details of the agreement to share Metro‐owned ROW remain undetermined, the HST
alignments currently in development and consequently the project description may change. This
can have a significant impact on the environmental analysis, if future decisions are not in
accordance with current assumptions.



Inclusion of the TSMF in the PL Section at this late date may delay the finalization of alignments
through the San Fernando Valley due to the additional alignment variability and completion of the
15% preliminary engineering design in the location of the proposed facility. This in turn will delay
the environmental documents completion.

TASK 6 ‐ STATION AREA DEVELOPMENT
KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


Activities this period included reviewing PMT directives, memos, sections of the draft business plan
and circulars from other project sections for applicability to the PL section.



Reviewed draft EIR/EIS technical studies and working drafts for station planning consistency and
accuracy.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


None.

DOCUMENTS REVIEWED



In‐progress Draft Land Use EIR/EIS chapter.
In‐progress Draft Southern California Blended Operations Service Analysis technical memo.

TASK 7 ‐ DRAFT AND FINAL EIR/EIS
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS


The concurrence on Checkpoint A was received on July 19, 2012.



Continued work on Alternatives (Chapter 2) to incorporate changes in the alignment and other
project elements in the Project Description.



Completed preparation of Checkpoint B packet as per the outline provided by the PMT, and
submitted to the PMT on October 17, 2012 for review. Updates to Checkpoint B will be made once
TSMF and LAUS details are ready to be incorporated. The RC team anticipates that decision on
TSMF locations to be carried forward in the EIR/EIS will be made by early January 2013, and that
LAUS details will be available by late January 2013.

KEY MEETINGS ATTENDED


PMT/PL Team bi‐weekly meetings.



JV meetings.

TASK 8 ‐ CERTIFICATION OF EIR/EIS DOCUMENTS AND PERMITTING


No work performed.

TASK 9 ‐ RIGHT OF WAY PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION SERVICES


No work performed.
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PLANNED ACTIVITIES NEXT PERIOD
TASK 1 – PROJECT MANAGEMENT


Continue to hold meetings with stakeholders to discuss grade separations and Vehicle Maintenance
Facility



Continue to hold meetings with the Authority, the PMT and Metro



Attend meetings to discuss alignments through the valley in the Valley.



Continue updating project schedules based on progress of work and changes warranted due to
additional scope of work, if any.



Continue updating earned value statement based on the progress achieved.



Work on the AWP adjustment for FY 2012/13 based on guidelines that will be provided by the PMT.

TASK 2 ‐ PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAM




Continue to brief stakeholders within the Palmdale to Los Angeles section on statewide and section
specific matters:
o Cities of Glendale, Burbank, San Fernando, Los Angeles, Santa Clarita, and Palmdale
o Towns of Acton and Agua Dulce
o Community, business and environmental justice organizations (upon request).
Continue formation and execution of outreach strategy prior to Draft EIR/EIS release.



Continue to work with Stakeholder and/or Technical Working Groups to ensure information
provided per request.



Continue strategy and planning for Acton/Agua Dulce community open house to provide
information on the environmental process and Palmdale‐Sylmar Supplemental Alternatives
Analysis.



Continue to update the stakeholder database to ensure that the appropriate stakeholders are
involved in the outreach process.



Continue to coordinate outreach efforts with LA to Anaheim, LA to San Diego and Bakersfield to
Palmdale teams.

TASK 3 ‐ PROJECT DEFINITION


Receive and take action on PMT comments on in‐progress draft submitted December 14th of the
informal Supplemental Alternatives Analyses (AA) for the Palmdale to Los Angeles section to select
the TSMF locations to be carried through 15% design and the environmental process. (3.4.9 out‐of‐
scope work)



Receive Authority and other agency comments, and finalize draft informal Supplemental
Alternatives Analyses (AA), submitted November 5th , considering whether the proposed “Santa
Susana” tunnel between Sylmar and Santa Clarita should be extended under the Sand Canyon area.
(3.4.9 out‐of‐scope work)
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TASK 4 ‐ 15% ENGINEERING


Continue developing adjustments to the alignment in the San Fernando Valley, as requested by
Metro and Metrolink, and directed by PMT. (4.1.2)



Complete updating geotechnical reports for 15% Draft Submittal. (4.1.11)



Receive and take action on PMT comments on 15% In‐Progress Submittal 4 (Systems) re‐submitted
to PMT/EMT on December 17, 2012. (4.2)



Continue developing 15% Infrastructure capital cost estimate and receive and take action on PMT
comments on informal draft submitted December 13, 2012. (4.7.1)



Continue preparation of 15% Draft Submittal. (4.9)

TASK 5 ‐ EIR / EIS ANALYSIS


Continue work, as feasible with the available data, on the technical studies (5.2).



Continue work, as feasible with the available data, on the EIR‐EIS sections (5.3).



Continue with environmental analysis and input on the TSMF Report.

TASK 6 ‐ STATION PLANNING


Review of updated and revised station ridership tech memo from PMT.



Support AVA and Engineering Team in the development of the 15% design for the various station
options as needed.



Review and revise station plans as needed based on direction from PMT regarding station parking
demand estimates for Blended Approach operations and assumptions. Review transportation study
and impact analysis for consistency with clarifying information. As ridership data becomes available,
clarify the potential parking and ridership impacts of a single station in the San Fernando Valley.
Utilize this understanding to inform station site planning and parking needs analysis.



Meet with representatives from local municipal staff to review station programming options as
needed.

TASK 7 ‐ DRAFT AND FINAL EIR EIS


Continue work on Alternatives (Chapter 2) as feasible with the information received to date.

TASK 8 ‐ CERTIFICATION OF EIR/EIS DOCUMENTS AND PERMITTING


No work planned.

TASK 9 ‐ RIGHT OF WAY PRESERVATION AND ACQUISITION SERVICES


Right of Way activities are currently under Task 4.
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